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Q-CAS Consultation

• Queensland Climate Adaptation Directions 
Statement released October 2016

• Consultation workshops in 7 locations across the 
state

• Almost 300 written responses received

• Draft Q-CAS released for agency consultation 3 
April 2017

• Shared with Q-CAS Partners.



Governance 

Q-CAS Partners Group-Established in 2014

• Role – contributed to the development of the Q-CAS and continue to support Q-
CAS implementation

• 28 members from industry, community, conservation and research sector

Climate Change IDC- Established in 2015

• Role – ensure climate change strategies have whole of government support

• Representatives from most Queensland Government Departments (18)







Government Adaptation Action Plan

Queensland Government demonstrates leadership in climate adaptation

Catie Dunbar, A/Manager of Government Action 



Q-CAS – State Government Pathway 



What have we done so far?



Risk cluster workshops-key findings

In December 2016 and April 2017 Departments participated in risk assessment 

workshops, key findings:

• Departments have experienced a general loss of climate expertise and 

understanding,

•climate change mostly amplifies existing risk,

•Adaptation to climate change by the Queensland Government is poorly 

represented in publicly available material,

•Different levels of understanding when it comes to current and future climate risk, 

and

•Support is needed to help officers better understand potential climate hazards and 

mainstream climate adaptation within their overarching business and each 

business area.



How do we develop a GAAP that builds capacity?

1. Release a high level GAAP this year, without prescriptive actions.

– Show what Queensland Government has done so far to manage its risks

– Identify the plan going forward.

2. Invest in a collaborative partnership to co-design GAAP actions with Queensland Government 

Departments. 



Government Adaptation Action Plan (GAAP)

• Demonstrate government leadership

• Foster a co-design approach

• Encourage consistent climate change risk management in 
government policies and processes

• Build climate change capacity across agencies



Queensland Climate Ready Program

Sam Mackay

Program Manager – Griffith Climate Change Response Program



• The Queensland Government has made considerable steps towards establishing a 

strong framework for responding to the threats posed by climate change:

o Queensland Climate Adaptation Strategy (Q-CAS)

o Queensland Climate Transition Strategy 

• Under Q-CAS, the Queensland Government has committed to the development and 

delivery of a Government Adaptation Action Plan (GAAP).

• To ensure the effective design and delivery of public policy in Queensland, the 

Queensland Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) and Public Service 

Commission (PSC) what new policy initiatives (such as the GAAP) to consider 

innovative approaches to public sector management.

Background



• The Department of Environment and Science (DES) as the lead agency for the GAAP 

has been working in collaboration with the Griffith University Policy Innovation Hub (PIH) 

to scope an innovate approach for the design and delivery of the GAAP.

• The following key principles guided this scoping:

o Encouraging whole-of-government ownership.

o Facilitating innovative public sector risk management.

o Ensuring external support for WoG leadership, collaboration and action.

o Maximising opportunities for public sector capacity and knowledge building. 

GAAP Approach



The resultant program is the Queensland Climate READY program, which is a two year 

partnership between the Queensland Government and Griffith Policy Innovation Hub (PIH) that 

supports the co-design of the GAAP throughout government and ensure that climate risk 

management within Queensland Government is fit-for-purpose.

In doing so, the Queensland Climate READY program will:

• Help shift the narrative around climate change in Queensland towards risk management.

• Build awareness and understanding of climate change risks throughout the QLD public 
sector.

• Facilitate WoG coordination and collaboration on climate change risk management.

• Provide technical expertise, advice and training manage climate change risk management.

• Access and utilise expert advice

Queensland Climate Ready Program



Goal: To improve climate change risk management within Queensland Government

Purpose: To ensure that the Queensland Government is effectively managing climate 

change risks in its policy, investments, services and actions.

Objectives

• Objective 1: Queensland Government has a strong understanding of climate change risks and capacity to manage 

these

• Objective 2: Queensland Government has a commonly agreed and understood framework in place to deal with 

climate risks in a coordinated way across government

• Objective 3: Queensland Government has demonstrated clear and effective action on priority climate risks

• Objective 4: Queensland Government is accessing and utilising the best available knowledge, skills and resources 

to address climate change risks throughout the state

QCR Objectives



QCR Structure



• In the area of climate change adaptation, many governments in Australia 

are still early in the process of embedding climate change risk 

management into core government practice.

• There is a lack of applied knowledge available to government policy and 

decision makers on how to address complex climate change challenges 

within government. 

• It is expected that the QCR program could help contribute to knowledge in 

this area by capturing case study lessons and insights.

Knowledge – Gap and Opportunity



• What collaborative approaches can governments use to adequately 

deal with the interdisciplinary nature climate change risks across 

government?

• How can we make government climate risk management frameworks 

fit-for-purpose?

Question for consideration



A. Risk Management
What does risk management knowledge say 

about identifying, assessing and framing 

 complex problems such as climate change?

B. Public Sector

Governance
What does public sector

 governance knowledge 

say about how to address 
complex problems such 

as climate change in 
government? 

QCR 

Program 

Can the Queensland 
Government manage 

climate change risks in 
a more effective way?

C. Climate Change 

Adaptation
What does climate change

adaptation knowledge say 

about how we should 
be responding to 

climate change 
risks?

Part 1 - Theoretical Framework:  How the QCR program intersects with 
key discipline areas and what this means in practice.
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Part 3 - Case Study Application: The context in which the QCR Program case studies
would be applied and investigated.
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Australian National Risk Management 
Guidelines for Climate Change 

UNFCCC IPCC

Australian Government Nationally Determined 
Contributions

QLD Government Adaptation 
Action Plan / Framework

Action

Outcome
 Increased Adaptation & 

Resilience to Climate Change Risks 

Community 
Adaptation 

Local Government 
Adaptation Plans

Australian National Climate Resilience & 
Adaptation StrategyPart 2 - Case Studies: Possible case study areas 

where QCR program could produce new knowledge

1. What is the efficacy of co-design as an approach to dealing 

with interdisciplinary climate change risks in gover nment?

2. What is needed to make climate change risk management 

practices fit-for-purpose in Government? 
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Thank you.



Queensland Climate Resilient Councils Program
Dorean Erhart

Program Manager

LGAQ



• Peak body 

• Represents all 77 Queensland local governments

• Delivers >$600 million in savings, funding and 
services to members each year

• Negotiates policy and regulatory positions with 
State and Federal Governments

• Supports members to continuously improve

What is the LGAQ?



• Climate change presents implications to every part 
of councils’ functions

• Local governments are local leaders

• Their capability, determines how resilient 
communities will be

• Strong leadership needed

Why is this program needed?



Program elements

FACE TO FACE BRIEFINGS
DETAILED GOVERNANCE 

ASSESSMENT

MEMBERSHIP 
Local 

Government 
Climate Change 
Community Of 

Practice

PARTICIPATING 
COUNCILS

ELIGIBLE 
2 X $75,000 GRANTS 

Pilot Multi-stakeholder 
climate change strategies

TOOLS & RESOURCES



32 Councils participating



• Barriers are understood. 

• Ready access to resources. 

• Explicitly incorporate climate change considerations 
across council.

• Specific guidance for Multi-stakeholder Climate 
Strategy. 

• Pilot development of 2 strategies.

Program objectives



Face to Face Briefings

• Connect with councils’ elected and executive 
leadership

• On their terms

• Foundational

• Engaging, informative and authoritive

• Two way information exchange

Program design considerations



Why provide Face to Face Briefings?

Increase awareness and understanding of:

• drivers for addressing climate change

• need for local leadership and action

• role of governance in decision-making

Provide local context

Program design considerations



Response

231 Councillors and senior 

executives

73% provided feedback

80% Respondents reported their 
awareness and knowledge was 
increased by a great deal or a lot

16%

64%

20%

0% 0%

Feedback: All presentation topics
Inception to present (23 councils)

A great deal A lot  Some

Not Much Knew it

Program design considerations



Why governance?

• Governance arrangements drive and guide decision-
making

• Essential to achieving mainstreaming

• Supports strategic planning and timely investment

• Essential to ensuring consistency in funding and 
resourcing of implementation

Program design considerations



Why governance?

• Governance arrangements drive and guide decision-
making

• Essential to achieving mainstreaming

• Supports strategic planning and timely investment

• Essential to ensuring consistency in funding and 
resourcing of implementation

Program design considerations



1. Corporate Plan

2. Financial Management / 
Consideration

3. Risk Register

4. Asset / Infrastructure Management

5. Land Use Planning

6. Disaster Management

7. Greenhouse Gas Mitigation

8. Risk Assessment 

9. Adaptation Planning

10. Climate Change Council Policy

11. Climate Risk Assessment

12. Climate Legal Risk

13. Staff Capacity and Resource        
Allocation

14. Community/Stakeholder 
Engagement

15. Institutional Relationships

16. Climate Change Information

17. Information Systems

Program design considerations

Governance indicators assessed:



BASIC INTERMEDIATE HIGH ADVANCED

Governance Baseline



Why Leading Practice Resources?

• A clear framework for progressing planning and 
implementation internally and with external stakeholders

• A collection of fit-for-purpose resources in one location

• Build capacity to move from ‘Basic Practice’ to ‘Advanced’ 
on each of the 17 Indicators.

• International and national stocktake of existing resources, 
curated according to practical value to councils

Program design considerations



Why pilot the development of strategies?

• Testing environment allows flexibility 

• Trial effectiveness of the Framework and Resources

• Participant’s expectations managed

• Evaluation during pilot allows early amendment

Program design considerations



• Empower ongoing implementation of governance recommendations

• Self-assessment of progress

• Peer to peer learning and knowledge sharing

• Maintenance and evolution of ‘leading practice’ resources

Next elements
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Sector Adaptation Plan 
development

Jyotishma Rajan and Moira Rice, Senior Policy Officers

Climate Change Policy, Department of Environment and Science





Presentation overview:

1. Overview of SAPs and their development 

2. First stage of SAP-delivery – two pilot SAPs and review

3. Insights into SAP-development in terms of –
• Governance

• Stakeholders 

• Engagement processes. 

4. Things that went well and less well in terms of –
• Participation 

• Implementing the SAPs (next steps)



Sector Adaptation Plans (SAPs)

• Agriculture 

• Built environment and infrastructure 

• Tourism 

• Human health and wellbeing 

• Biodiversity and ecosystems 

• Emergency services 

• Small and medium business 

• Industry and resources

• Mechanism to address cross-sectoral issues.



1. Overview of SAPs and their development



What are SAPs?

• A collaborative approach to identify adaptation needs and prioritise 
adaptation activities for sectors or systems

• High-level strategic documents that guide further climate change 
adaptation actions for the sector or system

• Industry- or stakeholder-led

• A platform for sharing knowledge and promoting collaboration

• SAPs identify sector-specific climate change risks, existing adaptation 
initiatives, cross-sectoral linkages, knowledge gaps, barriers to 
adaptation and optimal solutions.

• Flexibility to suit sector needs and specifications.



Mapping cross-cutting issues



Draft Sector Planning Model 

Sector 

participants & 

Adaptation

Government 

agency 

participation

Information 

availability & 

knowledge 

transfer

Primary adaptation 

issues & key 

linkages

Sector and 

government 

capacity 

building

Existing and 

proposed 

adaptation 

practices

Existing or potential 

statutory provisions

Funding for 

new 

adaptation 

initiatives

Monitoring 

and reporting

Partnership 

governance

PART A: IDENTIFYING ISSUES & 

STAKEHOLDERS

PART B: ENABLING & SUPPORTING 

ADAPTATION 

PART C: MANAGING ADAPTATION 

PARTNERSHIPS



2. First stage of SAP delivery – 2 pilots SAPs and 
their review



Two pilot SAPs 

• Built Environment and Infrastructure, 
and Agriculture SAPs

• Sector-led processes, with support 
from Government.

• Collaboration and sector engagement 
through surveys and workshops.

• Peak bodies played key roles in 
engaging their members.

• SAPs completed in 3 months and 
launched in August 2017.

• Tests of the SAP approach.



Pilot SAP review 

What went well:

• Defining the scope at the start (what’s 
in, what’s out).

• High level of collaboration and 
participation.

• Draft sector planning model.

• High-level strategic documents to 
guide future collaborative adaptation.

• Identifying existing initiatives to 
leverage off.

Areas for improvement

• Clarity of objectives and roles at the 
start.

• More time and funds for SAP 
development.

• Collaboration and participation 
approaches should aim for 
commitment from stakeholders.

• More work is required to trigger 
adaptation investment by the sector.



3. Insights into SAP development



Governance

Governance body Membership Role

Steering Committee Sector peak bodies + DES project manager + 
NRMRQ + QCoSS

Define SAP scope, ensure SAPs address sector 
needs and are completed on time, recruit 
stakeholders, review documents.

Project team Consultant(s) + DES project manager Implement the project.

Working group (BE & I, 
Ag SAPs)

Sector stakeholders. Collaboratively address elements of the Sector 
Planning Model (stakeholder input).

Science advisory group 
(EM SAP)

Scientists + subject matter experts. Ensure science information on climate change 
impacts is accurate.

Reference group Scientists + subject matter experts. Review final SAP document.



Stakeholders

oActive, high-level participation.

oDiverse.

oState-wide.

oRecruitment by all members of the 
Steering Committee.

oCross-sectoral engagement.



Engagement processes 

oUse of media and social media

oDirect emails and phone calls

oFace-to-face meetings

oDiscussion papers

oOnline surveys

oRegional workshops



Things that went well, and less well…



Participation

o720 participants across 6 SAPs.

oActive, high-level participation.

oKeen interest in continued 
collaboration by some 
stakeholders.

oDemonstrable ownership by few.

oLack of participation by 
stakeholders who did not see 
relevance to their roles.

oParticipation ≠ ownership or 
leadership.

oBad weather e.g. Cairns Human 
Health and Wellbeing SAP 
workshop.

oProcess felt rushed to some.



SAP implementation

oHome owner hypothetical

oAgriculture regional 
implementation plan

oSAP leads enquiring about 
potential partnerships

oLack of funds

oFear that Government policy may 
change again

oPerception that Government will 
lead / provide funds.



Any questions or comments?



Integration of climate change 

into Queensland’s planning 

and policy instruments

5 July 2018

Peter Rollston



Queensland Climate Adaptation Strategy 2017-2030

• Ensure climate hazards are considered in planning schemes, development 

assessment, legislation and decision-making processes.

• Planning Framework in Queensland

– Planning Act 2016 and Planning Regulation 2017

– State Planning Policy

– State Codes

– Regional Plans

– Local Government Planning Schemes



State Planning Policy 2017

• Queensland’s pre-eminent state 
planning instrument

• sits above regional plans and local 
planning instruments

• has effect throughout Queensland 

• includes 17 state interests for use 
in plan making and development 
assessment

• new version commenced July 
2017



What is a state code?

• Planning Regulation triggers assessment against the State 

Interests

• Coastal management, fish habitat, natural hazards, vegetation 

management, heritage and transportation are some of the state 

triggers.

• State assesses development against a State Code

• The state assesses development and sometimes refuses 

development that local government approves and vice versa.



What is a regional plan? 

• State led policy which specifies 

the pattern of development in a 

region

• The region include multiple local 

governments

• Can include an ‘Urban Footprint’

• Can span 20 years or more

• must be made in consultation with 

the community 

• must be referred to by local 

government when preparing a 

planning scheme



What is a local government planning scheme?

• legal document prepared by council 

• plan for the future direction

• can span 20 years or more

• must be made in consultation with the community 

• major changes must  also be made in consultation with the 

community

• identifies land uses and development which require 

planning approval

• identify standards that development must meet

• most are available online



Applying the SPP

Making a new or changing an 

existing local planning scheme

Assessing planning applications

local government identifies relevant 

state interests 

SPP applies to the extent of any 

inconsistency with the planning 

scheme

the way state interests are applied 

depends on social, economic and 

cultural factors

Some state interests contain 

assessment benchmarks

guiding principles



State interest statement



State interest policies



Assessment benchmarks



Key changes to State Planning Policy

• Purpose & guiding principles highlight climate change as an 

important planning issue

• High Level changes to preambles, including:

– Housing supply & diversity: encourages resilient & adaptable housing, 

considering locational factors

– Liveable communities: facilitates climate sensitive urban design & sustainable 

built form outcomes 

– Agriculture: acknowledges potential impacts of climate change on land suitability



Key changes to SPP (continued)

• Coastal environment: acknowledging climate change impacts, particularly in 

relation to GBR catchment

• Natural hazards, risk & resilience: projected impacts of climate change 

should be avoided & mitigated, & identified & considered in planning 

schemes:
• Climate change projection of 0.8m sea level rise to 2100 has been adopted (already reflected in 

coastal mapping)

• Other climate change projections for natural hazards to be based on best available science

• Energy & water supply: new renewable energy policy has been introduced 



Key changes to SPP (continued)

• SPP Natural Hazards Guideline

o Risk assessment of acceptable, tolerable and intolerable risk

• Changes in zoning

o Limited Development Zone

• Prepare a Coastal Hazards Adaptation Strategy



Coastal Hazards Adaptation Strategies

• State government is promoting the development of climate change adaptation 

strategies by local government

• $12M allocated over 3 years help coastal communities plan and prepare for storm 

tide, coastal erosion and rising sea levels from climate change

• Aim of the Program is to support coastal councils in their progression from 

identifying coastal hazards and climate change risks through to the decision-making 

and implementation phases

• Defend, accommodate or retreat at all locations along the coast



Erosion Prone Area
• Erosion due to storm impact and long

term trends of sediment loss and channel

• Erosion and permanent tidal inundation

due to sea level rise.(0.8m by 2100)



Determine level of risk – likelihood and consequence



Key changes to 

State Code
Climate change now a 

consideration in SDAP 

State code 8: Coastal 

development & tidal works



Regional Plans (focus on SEQ)

• High level statements in the SEQ Regional Plan preamble recognising climate 

change risks.

• Goal 4: Sustain (p80)

SEQ’s biodiversity, natural assets and regional landscapes are protected and nurtured 

to sustain our region’s strong and diverse communities. These communities are safe, 

fair, sustainable, resilient and prepared for climate change.



Strategies (p83)

1 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by adopting patterns of urban development that reduce the need and 

distance to travel and that encourages the use of active and public transport.

2 Incorporate affordable renewable energy, low emissions technology and energy efficiency measures into 

the planning and development of communities, buildings and transport systems.

3 Support local strategies that contribute to the region’s transition to a low carbon future and that implement 

effective climate change adaptation measures.

4 Enhance the resilience and capacity of natural assets to adapt to climate change and buffer people, 

infrastructure and biodiversity from the impact of extreme events.

5 Use disaster risk management planning, adaptation strategies and avoidance of exposure to high-risk 

areas to minimise SEQ’s vulnerability to climate change impacts



Regional biodiversity 

network mapping 

methodology includes 

identification of  climate 

change refugia and areas 

of permanent water

Marginal increase in area  

- mainly a relocation of 

corridor extents



Urban Footprint Expansion principles

• new areas of urban land may be considered for inclusion in the Urban Footprint 

where they:…

• …exclude areas with an unacceptable risk from natural hazards, including 

predicted climate change impacts…



Delivery 

• To support regional actions for a coordinated state approach to climate 

change.

• Investigate how compact regional settlement patterns, urban design, coordinated 

infrastructure provision and management of natural assets can mitigate and assist 

adaptation actions.




